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I PREFACE

GENERAL: This technical report describes the Department of Defense (.OD!)
Standard Printing Color (SPC) Identification System as used by the Mapping,
Cbarting, and Geodesy agencies of the United States Army, United States Navy,
and United States Air Force.

PURPOSE: This report gives technical information on a method of Identifying
and cataloging printing colors.

SCOP__. Thle report defines the DOD Standard Printing Color Identlfical zon
System in which all participants use a common method of Identifying color.
The system allows easy color communication between agencies and the use of
identical colors oncomm-n agency produced products.

S~of any

VDISTIBlUTION: General public release by the National Technical Information
Service, U. S. Depaitment of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield,
Virginia, 22151, is jt'roved.

Qualified requesters may obtain copies from the Defense Documentation Center.

DDC Keywords:
Basic Colors
Chromaticity Diagram/Table
CIE
Color Difference Units
In!h Formulation
Lithographic Ink/Colors
SPC Identification System
Standaru Printing Colors (SPC)
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IABSTRACT

The Department of Defense - Mhuping, Charting, and Geodesy (DOD-MC&G)S~Color Identification System for Lithographic Printing is broad enough in
=• scope to inclu ide catalog all colors in a logical, orderly arrangement.
•? Under this systemt lithoK-raphic colors are assigned numbers which are (lea-

oriprive of the color ,alues. The system is based on international values as
seen by an in irnaticnal standard observer anti illuminant, The CIE description
of color is applied Rs the basis for color Identification.

This report also describes the means of applying color values to an ink
formulation and specification syniwm for the manufacture/blending of color
matched lithographic inks. T'he aluk formulation is based on using eight
basic colors plus block and svitot. Blending these in specified parts can

produce virtually all ink colors.
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DEFINITIONS

BRsic Colors - Eight commercially available specific colors plus black ind
white from which infinite colors may be blended. Physical samples anrd

specifications of these basic colors are shown in the Standard Printing
Color Catalog.

CIE - International color system which resulted from the 1931 convention irn
London of the Commission Internationale do ItEclairage.

CIE Vazpus - Tri-stimulas values in terms of X, Y and Z representing the
measurement of color as achieved on a full color spectrophotomet.-r.

Color Values - CIE color system data translated into dominant wavelength,
purity and reflectance.

Dominant (or ComPlementary) Wavelelngh - A precise correlation of hue,
expressed In Nanometers *nm).

Hue - A particular variety of color, shade; color family: i.e., red, yellow,
blue, etc.

Nanometer (nm) - (formerly millimicron) 1/billionth of a meter.

E.ydj. - A precise measurement expressed in percentage of the lack of gray-
ness of a color. The total absence of color (as in black; gray, and white)
corresponds to 0% purity. The total presence of pure color (absence of
gray content) corresponds to 100% purity.

Rehc•.tance - A precise correlation of the lightness of a co!or expressed in
percentage. Darkest colors approach 0'(' reilectance while the lightest
(most pastel colors) approach 100% reflectance.

PEC - Standard Printing Color.
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INTh'}DUC1 ION

The Sa'nadard Printing CoIrr Identification System provides a standard method
of identifying colors for the Department of Defense Mapping, Charting, andx
Geodesy Agencies. With geographically dispersed pi inting facilities of two
or more I.dcpvndent producing organinatior•,. the color matching of pi-1 ted
chartl- can only be accomplished by using a eominon color systeim. The sys-
tem must have a corn:nop language by which, !n the communicadion of uolors.
the language commznicates the t&_:il roquiremnent for all parties to undersiand.
The communication of colors Incledes three basic require nents:

a. Visuni Color sampleist'ndard f-)-" visual oommunication

b. Specification and tolerance (numnerlcza) for technical
r'ommuniuation

c. IdentiCIL,:61ot, (nameinumlr) for vvrbal rommunicati,;i

The Standard Printing Color cdentifkatikrn System for lithographic colors is
broad enough in scope to include any eonveivahie-jcuor, and cutaiog 4ll colors
In a logical, orderly arrangement. Thl4 metho, 4• identifying colors may also
be applied to other color systeniq uiw! !n producing maps, charts, and publica-
tions.
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SELECTION A COLOR IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

The s'iecificitlon and description of color is not a new problem nor is it unique
to the 15OD Mapping, Charting and Goodesy (MC&G) conmmunity. The scientific
and industrial community has been working on the problem since Newtonst time
in the 17th century. The talents of such poople as Newton, Judd, Maxwell,
Miunsti., Ostwald, and many others have been devz,;d to developing solutions
and techniques for helping to resolv-- some of the problems Involved.

A review of the various color kdWntification syetems in use today disclosed
'lu no one system eat•sfied all the following criteria:

a. Provide ar identificatiol, number that actually destribes the color in
nationl'ly and internationally understood teems.

b. Ha-e a space fcr every conceivable color and impose no limitation on
creatior. of additional itolors; 1 e., any newly devised color would aiready
have a numbered apace waiting that would put the color into an orderly arrange-
ment relative to tie existing colors.

c. Functio,, with arnd be represeattiv& ef the lithographic printing process.

d. Have a color standard that is durable, nc' subject to variationh due to
age tvd use.

e. Provide ar. immediate and automatic alert of the similarity of a new
color to exib;ing colo.-s by use of identification numbers.

Limitations of existing color systems lull in categories na follows:

a. Arbitrary Identification - The identificati!n bears no relation to the
description of the color or to other colors, therefore, the identification does
not properly lend itself to cataloging.

b. Limiled Selection - Does i.ot contain within the scope of the system
unlLynited establishment of additionnl colors without disturbing th' system.

c. _D•jjit - Reliance on physical samples presenting problems caused by
color fade, aging and use in addition to problom of color matching over periods
of time. Instrumentation and numerical values represent the only durable color
standard.

d. g2EWue C9ol - Designed for paints and other such opaque substances
rather than for the relatively transparent lithographic inks.



e. Surface Characteristics - Physical samples prepaiad on materials
which give a different visual appearance than is obtained by the lithographic
ink on basic paper base.

f. International Recognition - Lack of relationship of basic color values
to international standards.

The color identification numbers in the DOD SPC system are based upon the
most significant digits of the full color values derived from the evaluation
of the CIE values of a particular color. The CIE system is by far the best
known system using instrumentation to evaluate a color. The CIE system is
us.d as a basis for national standards by the National Bureuu of Standardb,
and is used by major industries invoived in producing closely matched colored
products over periods of thne, or in plants that are geograpbically separated.
The CIE system is kept current by national and internationto meetings, and
its values integrate the spectral curve of any color into a set of values as seen
by an international standard observer and illuminant. Using the f *kandard
observer and illuminant, any two colors with equal values will look alike.
Any two colors with different values will appear '•u ially different.

APPLYING THE CIE SYSTEM

The CIE system denotes a color in terms of values of X, Y and Z and also in
terms of chromaticity coordinates of x and y. This information is !mportant
to the technical evaluation of a color, as it translates tu dominant wa-vlength,
purity, and reflectance.

In the DOD-SPC identification system, CIE values Pre obtained by measuring
on a spectrophotometer, a controlled sample litho print which truly represents
the color and strength a particular ink will produce in normal lithographic
production. To avoid possible color contamination •r loss of ink film tbick-
ness control on lithographic equipment, all variables, including paper, must
be controlled to guarantee true representation of normal ink celor. These
variables are:

a. Cleanness of all press rn,•.onents

b. Ink/water balance

c. Ink film thickness

d. Paper whiteness/brightness

Although densilometers or tri-stimulus colortmete's can p, ovijde sp•ter:al
readings, the full color spcvtrophotometer best assures t . precision .and
calibration necessary for national or international standar Is.



Regardless of the equipment used, the sheet on which the color is printed is
used as a reference, a zero point, or a standard. This makes paper bright-
ness significantly Important, Paper used in the printing of the litho prints/
standards, must be of a common whiteness established to some standard.
JCP E-20 paper, procured single sheeted, and having a paper brightness
factor of 77% is being used for the litho prints. The absolute color vwiue of
the paper standard desired vor the litho prints, as compared to Barium
Sulfate (BaS04), is as follows:

x = .3136

= .3214

SY-= 76.4 R',

Readings of color prints/standards must be converted into CIE values using
a method designed around the equipment being used. Full color spectrophoto-
meter equipment can be installed with recorders and the data translated into
computer language for evaluation.

DERIVING CIE VALUES AN!) COLOR VALUES

To explain the derivation of CIE values, extracts from the Chromaticity Table
(Figure 1) were devised as a weighted ordinate method which could be used to
translate eleven ordinate readings into CIE X, Y, Z values. The table was
devised by modifying Table XV from page 45 of the Handbook of ColorinetrU,
by A. C. Mfardy. (Only 11 ordinates were used to simplify the example given.
At least :11 ordinates are required to obtain thr required accuracy of CIE X,
Y, and Z values.)

t Based on the Chromaticity Table, Figure 1, and using a green color for an

example, the tollowing values were derived.

WAVELENGTH 1I .. FLECTANCE ECX ECY EC.
S420 17 .48 .0i 2.32

485 :W .4i 1. 34 4.s•8
505 3 3 o2 3.09 1. 48

525 35 .80 5.78 .42
545 32 2.58 7.00 .09

S5P7 26 4.36 5,44 .01
595 ,i, 3.1. 3 2.59 ------
615 15 2.67 1.26 ------

650 14 .75 _._28 -
X• T9.6:t Y= 27.46 7--

X + Y + Grand Total = i6.26

3



The X, Y. and Z values are inserted into the following equations to obtain
chromaticity coordinates in terms of x and y.

x= X y= Y
X+Y+z x+Y+Z

x =19.63 = .2574 y = 2 7. 4 6 = .3601
76.26 76.26

Using these values of x and y, refer to the Chromaticity Key Chart (Figuare
2) and note that x, y chromaticity coordinatce are to be fou.nd on Chromati-
city Chart #8 (Figure 3). Relocate x, y intersect;on on chart 8 and asIgn
dominant wavelength and purity from the values on this chart. Add to this
the value Y which denotes the reflectance value, and we then have three values
which describe the color. These values are known as eolor values.

Dominant wavelength 501.5 nm
Purity 17.2 %
Reflectance 27.28 % (Y value from above)

NOTE: Although this exercise appears cormplex and cumbersome, it can
readily be computerized. Commercial testing laboratories are
equipped to furnish CIE values X, Y, Z and x, y along with the
plotted spectral curve for each color.

4



cmoNmTICrry TABLE

V AU Z y LI A;M y z

545 *1
4,20 )k

15 .43 .01 2.04 30 2.41 6.57 .09

16 .43 ,01 2.18 31 2.49 6-78 ,09
18 .U :JA %WI -ILL~a

33 2.66 10 .1O

19 .54 .02 2.59 34 2.14 7.44 ,10

445 1i 570 1MI

18 1.66 .14 0.52 24 4.02 5.02 .01
1.76 .15 8.99 23 4.19 5.23 .01

22 2.03 .17 10.41 28 4.69 3.86 .01
595 1k

465 14k160 .. 17 3.52 2.32 0
24 1.60 .,1 ?.71

24o1 3.73 2.46 0

25 1.66 .49 10.11 if

27 1.80 •53 10.92 21 4.35 2.87 0

28 1.@6 .53 11.32

485 M 615 mu

28 .43 1.25 4.56 13 2.31 1.09

29 .44 1.30 4.72 14 2o-9 1.17

Y .-39 16 2.85 1.34

32 .49 1.43 5.21 17 3.G3 1.43

s05 M 6501k

31 .02 2.90 1.39 12 .65 .24

32 .02 3.00 1.43 13 .70 .26

34 . 1.52 15 .81 .30

35 .02 3.28 1.57 16 .86 .32

525 ti

33 .75 5.43 .39
34 .78 5.61 .41

36 .82 5.94 .43
37 .84 6.11 .44

Figure 1-Chromaticity Table
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UNDERSTANDING COLOR VALUES

Dominant Wavelength - A precise measurement in Nanometers (nm), which
directly relates the color to its position in the spectr-im. Roughiv, the visi-
ble spectrum ranges from 400 nm to 700 nm. The dominant wawvelengths can
be identified as follows:

400 nm to 450 nm ...... Violets
450 nm to 500 nm .. .Blue
500 am to 570 Pm ------ Grents
57t) nm to 590 nm .----- Yellows
590 nm to 610 mm ------ Oranges
610 nm to 700 nm ------ Rfeds

*c 493 nm to *c 530 nm ------ Reiddish Purples
*c 530 nm to *c 566 nm ------ Purples

Purity - A precise measurement which expresses the percentage of grayness
of a color. The absence of color (as in black, gray and white) corresponds
to O purity. The presence of pure color (total absence of gray content)
corresponds to 100'.. purity.

lleflectaacc - A precise measurement of the lightness of a color expressed
in percentare. Darkest colors approach 0fT reflectance while the lightest
colors approach 19.% reflectance.

The thre,-dimensional model of color -- dominant wavelength, purity, and
reflectance -- is diagrammed in figure 4. The flat plane of the diagram is
called the chromaticity diagram. The pure spectral colors ranging from
400 to 7o,, nm are located around its perimeter, the point C locates the stand-
ard illuminan't, while the straight line from 400 to 700 nm portrays the pure
non-spectral colors of reddish purple and purple. As a color's location moves
from the perimeter toward point C, the color loses purity and becomes grayer.
When the color's location moves upward from the base plane, the color becomes
progressively lightr until at the peak it rvaches white.

"c" colors are nvi found in the spectrum and are therefore kientified by
complementary wavelength.



i |i
0100

00*

Figure 4-Color Space Diagram

ASSIGNING SPC NUMBERS

The discussion to this point explained the basic values needed to understand
how color numbers are assigned under the SPC system and what these num-
bers me.-n. Th-e color values (dominant wavelength, purity, and ref~vctance)
m2asure the three variables which the huma|a eye perceives. Thcse vari-
ables may bc presented as a mathematic.-l model in three dimensions. The
full CIE values, when expressed to the first decimal point, require ten
numbers and represent a relatively small point of color space.

The SPC number system simply identified a quadrate in color space one nm
wide (color-hue), 10% long (purity) and one incremcnt deep, (reflectance).
(See Figure 5). This reduces the number of color space identifications from
miUl•ons to color qcaadrates in thousands and permits use of a representative

9



color number of fIve digits, a more manageable identification. The full color
specification would continue to use the full C!E values. The five digits are
merely for kientification.

S•M 57,6%

S~Figure 5-Quadrate in Color Space For SIK Identil'icatioo•

Dom.inant Wavelegh (!nni)

The first three digitts of the five digit $PC numl•Lwr rep!re•st-tnt dominantl wave-
length (nm) and are the full nm value roendt (I off to the, first thrv•e digits,
with half or more of the decimal carried to the ne~xt full number.J; e. g.

Dominant Wavelength Values SPC Ditgits

494.3 ami 11941
4 95. 6 nm 49(i

The spect•rum produced by patwing white light thirough a pi|-snm h|clucies only
natural or pure spectral colors. Thi-se colors wart %itih the. hhorie-M wave--
lengt~hs, which arý. bljue, and progrs.s, throuqjh !he longer wavehf-nir'•S which

1092



are commonly called blue green, green, yellow green, yellow, yellow orange,
orange, orangish red, and finally red. Shorter waveragths are invisible
ultraviolet, and longer wavclvngihs arc invisible infrared. The spectrum
does not include those man-mnade colors which combine rL'd and blue. These
colors are commonly knowtn as maroon, magenta, reddish purple, purple,
etc.I These ?nort--sp'ectral colors are located in the Color Space Diagram (Figure 4)
inside the triangle formed by C, 400, 700 Pm, ard are identified as comple-
ments of natural spectral colors; e.g., 5001C. The triangle-C, 400, 700 nm
will identify complements (C) from 493C to 566C. To preclude the need to
apply a C after the SPC number, the SPC system simply identifies these
colors as 80000 and 90000 series by adding 40) to ihe complementary wave-
length; for example:

Complementary
W-Ivclength Values SPC Digits

493,5C + 4 00 894
495. OC + 4%,,' 895
566. OC + 400 = 966

As the need for a new color ar'ses and the color Is analyzed to determine
thc CIE vahus and SPC numbers, the color is autoruticaily being cataoired
and arranjred in Its prtper position relative to existing colors. If two colmi
are very similir, they may falil into the same SPC color quadrate and theret-
fcre alert ,,rs of their similnrity. If after existing colors in that quadrate
are reviewed and the new -,olYr is still justified, it will bW kivntified with
the same quadralte numixer, however, an adpha suffix will be assigned to
indicate that it differs from the first SPC color idrntifled in that quatdrale.
For instance, there may well be an SPC 54365, 54365A, 54365B, etc.

Purity

The fourth digit of the five digit SPC number reprc,-ents purity. The purity
values range in percent from 0 to 100. The number assignedt to the SPC
identification is 0 for values less than 10',, and the first digit of values 10 to
99.9% (inicludes 10 ) as follows:

MAUIUTY INCREMENT TABILE

Purity Vaivas SPC Digits

0 99'- , 0
lJ;,- 19.9<" 1

LUKý - 29. 9'* 2
thru

90 - l00oh,

Ii



The fifth und last dis. of the SPC number represents reflectance. A "Standard
Obacrv -r" concept was employed whereby the visual observations of approxti-I matel. 165 persons were used to arrivte at the following table of equaldistant
reflectance values. The reflectance SPC digit is taken from this table.

REFLECTANCE INCREMENT CONVERSION TABLE

CIE Value Y

CIE REFLECTANCE VALUE SPC DIGIT

0;% - 10.49F' 0

10. 50% - 23.46% 1

23.4i ' - 37.05% 2

37.600%7c - 50.7 7 3

50.78( - 63.54, 4

63.86% - 75.59% 5

75.60% - 85.33% 6
85.34"' - 92.31% 7

92,32% - 95.89%c 8

95. 90% - i0oo0. 00% 9

As illustrated in Figure 5, the Color values are converted to SPC identifi-
cation numbers as folloh.c:

Color Values SPC Dijjits SPC Number

Dominant Wavelength (nm) 494.3 494
Purity -57.6 5 SPC 49454
Rleflectance 55.20 4

12



ORDERLY ARRANGEMENT OP COLORS

Figure 6 illustrates the orderly arrangement of chromatic colors achieved by
using the color values and/or the SPC identification system. Chromatum colors
are all visible colors except gray and black. The color file may 1 visualized
as a cabinet ten drawers high and an appropriate nunbcj-r of draw. j wide,
depending on the groupings of dominant wavelength values which U:e the first
three digits of the SPC identification. (To illustrate, the SPC nm values were

assigned one to a drawer. In practice, groupings into six drawers would be
more logical.) The width of the file represents dominant wavelength, the
first three digits of the SPC identification; the height represents reflectance;

and the depth represents purity. Thus, in a six-drawer wide file, the first
vertical row represents colers described as violets. The dark colors, those
having smallest valuhes of reflectance, would be in the bottom drawer, while
those having the highest value of reflectance would be in the top drawer.
Moving to the e'ight, the same Is repeated for hues of blue, green, yellow,
oranie, and rtxi. In any given drawee the colors would be arranged accord-
ing to purity, with grayish colors at the front, pure colors at the back.

L1 -:-lv I ( {

rir 1' If

T ].Y - ' I" - -i

N 2!_1,_,_ ::i :i-/U-

SiC 400 4O1401lO24O#th94S 9 967

DOMINANT WAVELENGTH

Figure 6-Catalloging Colors in an Orderly ,\rranilenwnlt. *

Grays and blacks a.re called rachromatic co'ors and will follow the same orderly
arrangement but m~y he placed separately in the system. Grays and blacks

• .Adaptedi from "Measurement and 8pecification ol Color and Small Color

Differences" by W. J. Goodwin, June 1933.

15



will fall on or near the achromavtic pole (Perpendicular pole on Figure 4 -
Color Space Diagram) however, each will have a dominint wavelength the
same as chromatic colors. To separate the chromatic Irom .he achromittic
colors, the bitter may be. recognizvil by the fourth digit beilg 0 for grays;
and the fourth and fifth digits (purity and reflectance) being 0 fer blacks.
Grays and blacks may tOwn be placed in their own far'Il: In orderly arrange-
ment. There is one exception to this general rule in that very pastel
chromatic colors will have a fourth digit (purlty)of 0. in thes, cast's human
judgement must prevail.

COLOiR D)IFFERIENCE UNITS

Previous discussions were fir•-etd toward Identifying a given colr in precise
international values. Once this has been accomplishd, the in' manufacturer
or color matcher may properly question the tolerance allowed in m(.Lting the
color required. As previously Itlicattedt, tiny two colors which appear visually
different will have different values; therefore, unless a tolorance is established,
only an absolute color match will fulfill the stated values. Such a rcquirement
is usually impractical, therefore, a color tolerance is necessary. Since vach
application of a given -olor has its own tolerance standard, only a means of
specifying such a tolerwice is required of the SPC itdntification systvim. The
exact number ot color difference units may be expressed as this tolhrancev,

An acceptable tolerance, in terms of color difference units, must et, based
upon what is visually acceptable as a tolerable color rmatech. MNnv systems
have been designed to do this and they differ only in their method of weiihibg
the differences in hue, purity, and reflectance.

Color difference witi systems by Adams; liunter; ,iNS; MncAA..mnl M'acidam,'
Friele, and Chickering; MacAdam, Simon, Goodwin, and Wysxeckl "cru
reviewed for the following criteria:

a. A system that reasonably represents, numerically, the amount. if
color differences as visually observed.

b. A system that is nationally and internationally recognized.

c. A system that is easily coverted mitthematically from CIE values to
color difference unitts,

In evaluating the various color difference systems, two basic problems were
noted. The mathematical computations for converting from CIE values to
color difference units were too lWng, and/ar the numeric color difference
units did not appear to correlate to the visual color differences. The most

14



applicable system was judged to be the Hunter (1948-1958) L, a, b System.
This system, nmeets the prescribed criteria, can be easily converted mathe-

matically from CIE values or measured directly from moderately priced

color and color difference meters, furnishes easily understood color dif-
ference data, and reasonably equates numerical color difference units to
visual observations of lferences in like color prints. As an exaimple, two
like prints with a lust barely noticeable color difference have numerical
color difference values ta +0.4! L (Lighter), + 1.62a (Redder), and +2. 09b
(Yellower); while two different like color prints with a very noticeable ,isual
difference, have numerical color difference values of+3. 75L (Lighter),
+6.74a (Redder), and +3.82b (Yellower). The Hunter system has ar. orderly
progression of values as a greater noticeable visual difference in color wcours.

Tiere is no attempt made here to establish a tolerance limit scale. This

can only be determined by converting CIE values to color difference units,
comparing the numeric results with the visual color samples, and then deter-
mining what are acceptable limits for that color. As colors are created or
matched to existing standards, the tolerance limit scales will automatically
develop,

For further information in determining how to calculate color difference units,
refer to the SPC Operator's Manual.

INK FORMULATION

The SPC iWentification system Is based upon absolute CIE values and will
rt main the same throughout the years. It will provide the same Identifica-
tion n'urmber regardless of the ink formulatiot, used, so long .-s the color
remains the same. Since the SPC identification system can be understood

internationally, it is considered to be an acceptable ink color matching sys-
tem for the modern printing industry.

The SPC system is based upon using eight basic colors plus black and white.
(Color samples of the basic colors are found in tbc 1OD Standard Printing
Color Catalog). Virtually all DOD MC&G colors can be matched by blending
from these basic colors. Ink inventories can be reduced from hundreds of
separate colors to the eight basics plus black and white. A breakeven point
can be established so that it can be determined where it is more economical
to purchase large quantities of popular ink colors blended by the ink manu-
facturer, and where it is more economical to blend small quantities Cf less
popular ink colors in-house.

Each SPC color, including the eight basic colors, will be identified by an
SPC number. The use of color names will he avoided, except for the basic
and process colors.
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The SPC Ink Color Sxcifications for the cigit basic colors plus black and
white will show the CIE values of x, y, Y, the SPC color, and the SPC num-
ber. Blended color specifinations will also include a suggosted formula with
the added provision that CIE values override formula which would be included
for the wnv.'acturer's convenience. The formula is only sug'gested as it repre-
sents an 4proximate rather than a precise color match. The CIE values
override the formula because it is a precise specification of the color. The
tolerance allowed in any color matching actually determines the real color
quality.

Ink formulas recommended for the blending of inks are given in terms of the
percent of each basic color needed, rather than number of parts of each basic
color. This allows for more efficient calcu!hien of the amount of each b~asic
color required for the blend, based upon the total quantity ordered.

Color consistency between batches of blended colors depends upon a number
of variables, one of which is changes in the specific gravity of the basic colors.
For purposes of standardization, all SPC formulas shown in the DOD SPC Color
Catalog arm adjusted to a specific gravity of 1.12, which is considered to be a
reasonable average. As subsequent batches of SPC colors are being blended,
differences in the specific gravity of the basic colors being used should be
recognized and adjusted. If the specific gravity of all the basic colors is not
1.12, the percentage of each ingredient should be adjusted as shown in the
SPC Operator's Manual. The use of the specific gravity table for blending
colors with the recommended formula reoresents the best approximate rather
than a precise color match. Final color match quality is a matter of blending
adjustments to satisfy the specific color quality requirements. The tolerance
allowed will actually determine the color quality. Any real implementation of
this system requires a separately stated quality tolerance and control system
or real color quality cannot be maintained.

OTHER APPLICATIONS GF THE SPC SYSTEM

This color identification system is designed to include all conceivable colors
and can be applied to other media such as:

a. Fluids

b. Transparent, translucent and opaque sheetings

c. Papers

d. Films

e. Dyes
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f.- Pigments

etc.

When the basic concepts of the Standard Printing Color (SPC) Identification
Svstps- are applied to media other tha' nrinting colors, the name of the color
identification system should then be kn..wn as the Standard Production Color
(SPC) Identification System.

DOD MC&G STANDARD PRINTING COLOR CATALOG

A standard printing color catamul is published to provide a visual sample for
each interagency color standard. It includes, in addition to the visual color
sample, ink specification and blending formulation, SPC numbers, CIE vdlues,
and standard dot screens.

DOD MC&G STANDARD PRINTING COLOR OPERATOR'S MANUAL

An operator's manual is published to provide the necessary instructions on how
to obtain CIE values, establish SPC numbers, and determine color difference
units. This manual is complete with a full set of chromaticity diagrams.
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